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Abstract: The conformal mapping of a simply connected region onto the unit disc can be obtained by computing the 
boundary correspondence function. For regions with corners we present here a reparameterisation method which has 
the effect that the boundary correspondence function has certain required smoothness properties. We apply this 
method to the Symm-Gaier integral equation using spline functions, and present numerical results. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a simply connected Jordan region with boundary r = {y(q), 0 < 77 < p} in the 
complex z-plane. Also let f be a function which maps G conformally onto the unit disc 
D := ( 1 w 1 -c 1). f can be extended to a continuous mapping of G:= G U r onto 0. Therefore, it 
is sufficient to determine the so-called boundary correspondence function 8, a continuous 
function mapping [O,p] --) [0,21r] and satisfying f: y(v) c-) eiecq), 0 < 17 < /3, if we assume that, 
say, f(y(0)) = 1. This paper is concerned with the construction of a reparumeterisation q: 
[O,l] + [O,p] with the property that r +B 0’(r) is in C{ := (u 1 tO.i,, u E C’(R), U(T) = u( 7 - l), 
r E 08 } and is a piecewise Cm-function, 0 < I < m. 
Also, the application to an integral equation of the first kind (Symm and Gaier) [2,11] is 
discussed and corresponding numerical results are given. 
The presentation is organized as follows. In Section 2 the behaviour of 8 for a given r with a 
regular parameterisation is discussed. The basic tool is the theorem of Lehman [9]. Hough and 
Papamichael use this result to approximate 9’ for polygons [7] and general regions [S] by means 
of singular Ansatz functions (see also [12]). In Section 3 we discuss the inverse approach: Instead 
of handling singularities of 8’, the parameterisation of y is modified so that 8’ has the required 
smoothness properties. Then, in Section 4, we combine our reparameterisation method with the 
collocation method for the given integral equation using spline functions for approximating 9’. 
Numerical results are given in Section 5. 
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2. Local behaviour 
With the notation of Section 1, let r be piecewise analytic in a strong sense such that the 
assumed corners are regular points of the matching analytic arcs. Then the moduli of all 
derivatives of the function y are bounded, and the modulus of y’ is bounded’away from 0. The 
corners of r are denoted by tk = y( qk) and their inner angles at Z~ by CY~C.‘TI, where 0 < 0~~ 4 27, 
k=l , . . . , q. For fixed k let ~1 = q. and h = z - I~. Then according to the theorem of Lehman 
[9], the following a_symptotic expansion holds for the conformal mapping f in a neighbourhood 
of tk and for t E G, if arg z remains bounded for some continuous branch of the argument: 
(i) If ar is irrational, then 
f(z,+h)-f(z)- f 5 b,,h’+“a, b,, + 0. 
;=o I= I 
(ii) If (Y = v/,u (v and p have no common divisor), and bo,o # 0, then 
f(zk + h) -f(z) - $ i ‘f b,,,,hi+“a( log h)“‘. 
J=o /=I In=0 
In the case of a straight angle, i.e. (Y = 1, this expansion reduces to Lewy’s expansion [lo]. 
Moreover, the expansions can be differentiated term by term. Gn either of the two analytical arcs 
meeting at z,,. = y( qk), the function y( 77) can be expressed as a Taylor expansion at zk. We have 
h=y(q)-z,=c,*(q-q,,)+c$(q-q/J*+ .a. 
as q + vII, with the plus sign for 77 - q/i , > 0, the minus sign otherwise. Inserting h in (i) or (ii) and 
sorting according to the powers of q - qk, we obtain 
e i@(s) _ eiB(7,) _ -f(z(d) -f(z(d 
=~,(?-~n~~‘u+~(l9-~~I2’a)+~(l~-l)kI’+”u~ogI~-?laI). 
Using 
B( 77) = Im log e ie(q) = Im log f (z( 71)) 
we get 
~(17)-~(9k)=0(I~-~li11’=). 
e(‘)(?)=O(lq-~kI)-;+“a, j=l,2,... 
For~>l,B’isunboundedas(q-qk( +0.Forcu=1,8”(~)=0(log(~-~k()hoIds,asshown 
in [6]. 
Hough and Papamichael [S] use the same approach. They discuss the first four terms of the 
series expansions for 8’(q) as q + q, (see [S, section 31). They use the asymptotic expansion to 
approximate 8’ in the neighbourhood of the corner of zk. 
A similar discussion for the inverse mapping function has been given by Gutknecht [3]. 
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Local reparametehation: For a given integer m > 0 and real positive constants A,. 4,’ and +k, 
the funciton 77 defined on [ 7k - Ak,rk + A,] by 
71(T)=% 
i 
+I);(T-T~)~“‘, T-T~E [O,A,]. 
-l&(Q - 7)nm, T-T/,E [-A,,O], 
is called a local m-reparameterisation for the corner zk = y( TV) with interior angle (~71. Inserting 
q( 7) into the Taylor expansion for the function y( 77) and using Lehman’s theorem, it follows that 
W(rk)=o, j=l,...,m-I 
and that the restrictions of 8 to ( 7k -A,, rk) and (TV, TV + A,) are in C”‘(T~ -A,, To) and 
C”( rk, T/, + Ak), respectively. 
The global reparameterisation is represented by a function 9: [O,l] -+ [O,p] which has to be 
bijective.ConstantsA,, k=O ,..., q, T~=O, rk, k=l,..., q-l, ~~=l, Ir/,‘, k=O ,..., q-1,and 
#i, k = 1,. . . , q are chosen so that both the intervals [TV - Ak.rk + A,] of the local reparameteri- 
sations and the corresponding intervals [q(~~ - Ak),q(7k + A,)] are distinct. The points rk. 
Tk + A,, 7k - A, are called breakpoints of the reparameterisation. 
Under these assumptions, for given integers 1, m, 0 < 1~ m, the function 77 on [O,l] is an 
(m,l)-reparameterisation for the given boundary curve y(q), 0 < 77 < p if 
(i) on all of [~~-A~,r~+d~], k=l,..., q-l and [l -A,,l]U[O,A,], q is a local m-re- 
parameterisation; 
(ii) 77 is monotonically increasing; 
(iii) 71 E C’[O,l]. 
Typically, if the values of the constants I/J,‘, +; are chosen sufficiently small, an (m, I)-re- 
parameterisation is obtained by connecting two neighbouring local reparameterisations by the 
Hermite interpolation polynomial of degree 21- 1 to the data #“( 7k + Ak), #“(TV+, - Ak+ ,). 
j=O , . . . , I, k = 0,. . . , q - 1. Then 9 is a C’[O,l] function, and on the 3q subintervals between 
neighbouring breakpoints it is a C” function. 
4. Application 
Let now I’= {Z(T), 0 < 7 < l} with z( 7) = y( v( 7)) be the given boundary curve after an 
(m,l)-reparameterisation. In addition, we assume that cap(G) # 1, which is fulfilled if CC D. 
The Symm-Gaier integral equation (see Symm [ll] and Gaier [2]) 
(1) 
which originally was derived for boundary curves in arclength parameterisation, still holds (see 
[4]) and determines 0’. 
At the corner zk = z( TV) we have (with a = (Yk) 
lim log z(o) -z(7) 
IU-Tlam = l”girc/,‘Y’,hk) I- r-+7,* 
m = 7, 
(2) 
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For solving (1) we now propose the following general approach: 
(1) To approximate the unknown function 8’, we first choose a sequence of n-dimensional 
function spaces { S,P}z=i: Let II, be the equidistant partition of [O,l] into n subintervals, i.e. 
117,= {u;}:_,, u;=(i-l)h, h:=l/n, 
and let S,P be the set of l-periodic spline functions of degree p with knots 17,. Then S,P c Cf-’ 
and for fixed p, 
S!=span{bj”‘,..., bi”)}, 
where b!“) denotes the jth l-periodic B-spline on II,,, 
which sitisfies b:“‘( Us) = 1, 11 bj”) I] o. 
i.e. the nonnegative spline function in 
= 1 and has minimum support. Then 8’ is approximated 
0’” = i cJ!“‘b;“‘. 
/‘I 
The integers m and I for the reparameterisation of r are chosen with respect to the selected 
spline function space, i.e. 
m=p+l, l=p-1. 
If the breakpoints of the reparameterisation coincide with knots, i.e. if r/, E 117, and A,Jh E H. 
then 0’ can be approximated by a function u,, in S,P in such a way that the order of 
approximation is optimal, i.e. I] 8’ - u, ]] m = 0( hP+‘)-see e.g. de Boor [l] for p = 1, 3. 
(2) To determine the coefficients cj”), j = 1,. . . , n, we use collocation, i.e. instead of (1) we 
solve 
We obtain a linear system 
A,c,=d, withc,= [tin) ,..., cy)lT, 
(AJij=&/O’ logIz(u;) -Z(T) lbj”)(,r)di, 
To handle the logarithmic singularity, we split the kernel into two parts. As in [6], we split the 
kernel only if r lies in the h-neighbourhood of the singularity T = a,. As a consequence A,, is split 
into two matrices 
%I =B,,+C,,, 
such that 
(Cn)ij=$/““” lOgI(U;-7)/hlbi(“)(7) dr 
o, - h 
(Bn)ij=$--u’+1’2k(ui, T)bj”“(T) d7 
a,- l/2 
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where 
l&J,, T) = 1 I log [z(ui)-z(T)l ‘“I (u;_7)h, 7 if l~--;I~h, 
7 otherwise; \logIz(ui)_z(r) 
and 
A;:= ( (p+l)a, if u,=7,, 
II, otherwise. 
From (2) for all ai E II,,, it can be seen that the kernel k is bounded for T E [a; - h,u, + h] (h > 0 
fixed)..Moreover for fixed ui, k is in Cm( ui, ri+ ,), i = 1,. . . , n. Therefore, the elements (B,);, can 
be computed by Gaussian quadrature rules on the intervals (a,, a,,,). The singularity of the 
kernel of the integral equation (1) is handled by C,,, which is a banded cyclic Toeplitz matrix with 
total band width p + 2. The elements ( C,)ij can be determined analytically. 
The coefficients c, of 0, can be computed by Gaussian elimination, or, using 
as a side condition, by a least-squares problem solver. 
5. Numerical experiments 
The method described in the previous section was applied to circular sectors G, with various 
central angles ‘pi; the parameterisation given for Gq was 
i 
eicpn(v- l/2) 
y(q)= -$+ (2-77) eiiV12, 
v E [WI 9 
q E L4, 
(q - 2) e-ivT’2, q E [ 2,3]. 
For FV, the exact conformal mapping fp onto the unit disc can be constructed by 
Moebms transformations and raising to the power l/a (see [5]). Using fq we obtain 
W = arg[ f&W)], 
W) = Im[ Y1(17)~‘(T)f~(Z)/f~(Z)] 9 
O<r,<l 
composing 
for points on the boundary. The function 8’ was appoximated by t9j in S:. Therefore m = 4 and 
I = 2 were used for the reparameterisation method. 
In Tables 1 and 2 we present results for 
~=+a&; rk=fk, k=l,2,3; 
n = 9,18, 36,72, 144; 
Ak=&; #kf=l, k = 1,2,3 
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n II en II r 
9 1.96 E- 1 
18 3.35 E-2 
36 3.12 E-3 
72 1.87 E-4 
144 1.63 E-5 
n II En II cc 
2.55 
3.42 
4.07 
3.52 
II e, II o 
9.72 E-2 
1.44 E-2 
9.34 E-4 
3.38 E-5 
2.52 E-6 
II En II o 
2.76 
3.94 
4.79 
3.75 
9 1.02 E- 1 
3.68 
6.52 E-2 
18 7.96 E-3 
4.65 
4.35 E-3 3.91 
36 3.18 E-4 
4.71 
72 3.53 E-6 
6.49 
1.66 E-4 
7.43 E-7 
7.81 
144 2.61 E-7 
3.75 
3.47 E-8 
4.42 
which were calculated on the CDC-Cyber system of the ETH Ziirich in single precision (14 
digits). 
We list approximations for the errors 
and 
en := ef - e;, E, := e - en 
the corresponding convergence rates. We assume that 
11 IJ, 11 = Kn-r 
and compute r from 11 v,, II and II vzn 11. The optimal convergence rates given by approximation 
Table 2 
cp=+ 
n 
9 
18 
II en II 1o 
4.32 
4.05 E- 1 
3.42 
II e, II o 
1.08 
3.17 
36 4.85 E-2 
3.06 
1.20 E- 1 
1.70 
1.00 E-2 
3.58 
1.49 E-2 2.38 E- 3 
2.08 
72 
144 5.87 E-3 
1.35 
7.29 E-4 
1.71 
n II E, II m II En II o 
9 1.35 
18 1.48 E- 1 
3.19 
36 2.25 E-3 
6.04 
72 2.17 E-4 
3.37 
144 4.80 E-5 
2.18 
1.01 
1.26 E- 1 
>.“I 
9.43 E-4 
7.06 
3.55 E-5 
4.73 
6.54 E-6 
2.44 
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theorems are 
r OP, = 4 for II e, II o 9 II en II m 9 
r opt = 5 for II 4 II 0’ 
II e, II and II 4 IL respectively, are approximated by 
II un II co =max{ lv,(+kh)l, k=O ,..., 2n-1}, 
llvllo=~ 
[ 
Zn-I 
c I%(bw’ 
k=O 1 
l/2 
9 
q,=e,,,E,,, h = l/n. 
The second column in each box of the tables gives the values of r computed from II v,, II and 
II~2nll. 
Remark. The reparameterisation is sensitive to the parameters 4:. When +,’ = 5, for both 9, 77 is 
no longer a monotonically increasing function. 
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